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Goals

 Install the Software Development Kit (SDK)

 Learn the Java basics

 How is the FTC SDK structured?

 Creating a basic Teleop Program

 Creating a basic Autonomous Program



Installing the SDK



Update Java Development Kit (JDK)

 You’ll want to make sure you’re getting JDK 7, NOT JDK 8

 Android is not compatible with JDK 8

 You’ll need an Oracle account for this installer.

 Alternatively, download it from us with one of the following URLs:

 http://bit.ly/KNO3-JDK-32

 http://bit.ly/KNO3-JDK-64

 Walk through the installation

http://bit.ly/KNO3_JDK_32
http://bit.ly/KNO3_JDK_64


Go to http://bit.ly/KNO3-JDK-64 (or 32 if your machine is 32 bit)

http://bit.ly/KNO3-JDK-64


Download the file



‘Download anyways’; Alternatively you can download with an Oracle account



Run the installer



Select ‘Yes’



Select ‘Next’



Select ‘Next’



Click ‘Close’



Download Android Studio

 Download the latest Android Studio from Google

 http://bit.ly/KNO3-AndroidStudio

 Alternatively you can use IntelliJ Idea (Android Studio is based on this)

 Walk through the installation

http://bit.ly/KNO3_AndroidStudio


Go to http://bit.ly/KNO3-AndroidStudio

http://bit.ly/KNO3-AndroidStudio


Download Android Studio. The recommended version is a good place to start



Agree to the terms and Download Android Studio



Run the installer



Select ‘Yes’



Select ‘Next’



Uncheck the virtual device box, then select ‘Next’



Agree to the License agreement



Select ‘Next’



Select ‘Install’



Select ‘Next’



I unchecked the ‘Start Android Studio’ box. It’s optional. Select ‘Finish’



Download the FTC SDK

 You can download this from GitHub

 http://bit.ly/KNO3-FTCSDK

 Download the repository as a zip

 Unzip the file

 Extract it where you want to develop

 For more advanced users: Clone the git repository

 Use the .git link in Android Studio at

 ‘VCS > Checkout from Version Control > Git’ (Not GitHub)

 Click ‘Clone’

 Continue with this tutorial as normal

 When you want to update to the latest SDK, click the VCS down arrow and select Merge

http://bit.ly/KNO3_FTCSDK


Go to http://bit.ly/KNO3-FTCSDK

http://bit.ly/KNO3-FTCSDK


Click the green ‘Clone or Download’ button



Click ‘Download ZIP’



Open the ZIP file



Extract the ‘ftc_app-master’ folder wherever; I chose the desktop



Import the SDK

 Open Android Studio

 If prompted to import settings, select ‘I do not have a previous…’ and click ‘OK’

 If shown the setup wizard, choose a standard setup

 If a project is open, click ‘File > Close Project’

 Click on ‘Import Project’

 Select your extracted SDK folder

 Android Studio will attempt to import it

 Wait until it finishes everything (Watch the progress bar in the bottom right)

 You’ll probably be prompted to install missing platforms. Select ‘Install Missing Platforms’

 Same for Build Tools

 If you are prompted about Instant Run, select no or don’t remind me again. Instant run won’t play well with the 
SDK!

 Press ‘Alt+1’ to open the Project Pane

 Click the arrows next to ‘TeamCode’ then ‘java’ to get to your working package



Select ‘I do not have a previous version…’ then select ‘OK’



Select ‘Next’



Select ‘Next’



Select ‘Next’



Select ‘Finish’



Select ‘Finish’



Select ‘Import project’



Choose the folder you extracted earlier



Allow access. I’d recommend allowing it on both private and public



You can optionally uncheck ‘Show Tips on Startup’, but select ‘Close’



Select ‘Install missing platform…’



Agree to the License Agreement then select ‘Next’



Select ‘Finish’



Select ‘Install Build Tools…’



Select ‘Finish’



Press ‘Alt+1’ then use the arrows to navigate to the provided package



Before you begin programming
Before we can program the robot, we need to be familiar with a few 

basic Java concepts, some terminology, and the SDK’s basics



Java Packages

 A package is essentially a folder

 Packages must be located in a source directory (in our case, 

‘TeamCode/java’)

 Packages conventionally have a reverse-url format. You can use the default 

one FTC will provide or you can create your own

 In this presentation, I’ll use the default one, but we use ‘net.kno3’ on our 

robot



Java Objects

 An Object is a software container which has two intrinsic properties

 State – Information about something

 My robot has a position on the field, and my game controller has the a button pressed

 Behavior – What something can do

 My robot can drive forwards

 Objects are also used to create modularity and reusable code



Java Classes

 A Class is a blueprint that tells Java what information and behaviors make up 

an object

 Classes can “extend” other classes

 This creates an “is a” relationship.

 Example: The class Dog extends the class Animal. A Dog “is a” Animal. The Dog has 

all of the same properties and abilities as the Animal, but not the other way 

around

 We will often refer to a class as a “Type”. There are a few types that are not 

classes, these are called primitives.

 We will simplify this presentation and ignore interfaces and abstract classes.



Java Primitives

 Primitives are Java’s simplest types of information.

 These are the primitives in Java:

 boolean – stores true or false

 byte – stores an 8 bit number (0-255)

 char – stores a single Unicode character

 short – stores a 16 bit integer

 int – stores a 32 bit signed integer

 long – stores a 64 bit signed integer

 float – stores a 32 bit signed floating point decimal

 double – stores a 64 bit signed floating point decimal

 We will mostly use boolean, int, and double.



Java Variables

 In Java, variables should be assigned before you can use them.

int num = 1;

 Here we have a variable being declared and initialized.

 ‘int’ is the data type; This tells Java what kind of information you’ll be storing

 ‘num’ is the variable name; This is how you will get information from this variable 

later

 ‘=’ is exactly what it seems – It tells Java to set ‘num’ equal to whatever comes 

next

 ‘1’ is the data; This is the information which will be stored in ‘num’

 All Java statements end with a semicolon



Java Math

 All the basic operators as normal. +, -, *, /, %. The % is the Modulus, or 

remainder operator. We don’t need it.

int num1 = 2;

int num2 = 3;

 ‘num1 + num2’ evaluates to 5, ‘num1 - num2’ evaluates to -1

 ‘num1 * num2’ evaluates to 6, ‘num1 / num2’ evaluates to 0

 This is because both numbers are integers. Java will retain this integer property of 

the number by always truncating from the end (rounds towards 0)



Java Math with doubles

double num1 = 2.5;

int num2 = 5;

 ‘num1 + num2’ evaluates to 7.5, ‘num1 - num2’ evaluates to -2.5

 If an int and a decimal data type are used in math, the result will be a decimal 

datatype

 ‘num1 * num2’ evaluates to 12.5, ‘num1 / num2’ evaluates to 0.5



Java Boolean Expressions

 The following Equality and Relational operators use two values as input, one on 
either side

 == is equal to (‘2==2’ -> true)

 != is not equal to (‘2!=2’ -> false)

 > is greater than (‘2>2’ -> false)

 >= is greater or equal to (‘2>=2’ -> true)

 < is less than (‘2<3’ -> true)

 <= is less than or equal to (‘3<=2’ false)

 These operators all evaluate to a Boolean value

 The following Conditional Operators use two Booleans as input, one on either side

 && and

 || or



Java if statement

 Java will evaluate the provided expression and determine weather or not to run 
the provided statement(s).

if(1 == 1) {

//do something

}

 ‘if’ identifies the if statement

 ‘(’ opening and ‘)’ closing parentheses surround the expression

 The expression, here ‘1 == 1’ needs to evaluate to a Boolean value. You can 
achieve this in a number of ways

 Comparisons with equality and relational operators

 Use of Boolean variables

 ‘{’ opening and ‘}’ closing braces surround the statement to be executed



Java else statement

 The else statement is positioned after the provided statement of the if 

statement.

if(1 != 1) {

//This will not happen

} else {

//This code will be run

}

 ‘else’ looks for a previous if statement. The else’s statement will be run if the 

if’s condition evaluates to ‘false’

 ‘{’ opening and ‘}’ closing braces surround the statement to be executed



Java else-if syntax

 Note that you can position another if immediately after an else, and use 

multiple if statements. Here, this is shown with integer variables a, b, and c.

if(a == b) {

//This will be run when a equals b, regardless of what c is

} else if(a == c) {

//This will be run when a does not equal b, but it does equal c

} else {

//This will be run when a does not equal b or c

}



Java while statement

 The while statement will continue repeating some set of code as long as a 

statement is true.

while(1==1) {

//This code will loop as long as 1 is equal to 1 (forever!)

}

 The syntax is similar to an if statement

 ‘{’ opening and ‘}’ closing braces surround the statement to be executed



Java for statement

 The for statement is like a more advanced version of the while statement.

for(initialization; termination; increment) {

//Code to execute

}

 initialization is generally used to create a variable for use in the loop

 termination is a conditional expression. The loop will continue as long as this 
expression evaluates to ‘true’, similar to a while statement

 Increment is generally used to change the value of the variable created in 
initialization

 The syntax is similar to a while statement

 ‘{’ opening and ‘}’ closing braces surround the statement to be executed



Java for statement Example

 In normal Java, System.out.println(value) is used to print data to the log

for(int i = 1; i<=10; i=i+1) {

System.out.println(i);

}

 ‘for(’ create a for loop structure

 ‘int i = 1;’ creates variable ‘i’ and sets it to 1

 ‘i<=10;’ the for loop will continue executing ‘System.out.println(i);’ as long as ‘i’ 
is less than or equal to 10

 ‘i=i+1’ every time the loop goes back to the beginning it will increase the value of 
‘i’ by 1 (Protip: ‘i++’ does the same thing)

 This loop will, therefore, print the numbers 1 though 10 to the log in ascending 
order



Java Methods

 A method is a block of code that is reusable. It MUST be placed in a class, and never in 
another method.

int add(int a, int b) {

return a + b;

}

 The first ‘int’ means that the method, when called, will return an integer value to the 
accessor

 ‘add’ is the name of the method. This is how you will access it

 ‘(int a, int b)’ these are the parameters. These values must be given to the function when it 
is called. The names of the variables, however do not need to match

 ‘return’ indicates that the following expression will be returned to the accessor

 ‘a + b;’ the expression to return to the accessor

 Note that in most cases we will add a keyword before the first ‘int’, one of ‘public’, 
‘protected’, or ‘private’, to indicate the visibility of the method. We’ll cover this more later.



Java method call example

 We can call the method from the last slide elsewhere

int myNumber = 1;

int output = add(myNumber, 5);

 Here we called upon the add method to add our numbers

 We added myNumber and 5, and this works since both numbers were integers

 ‘output’ will equal 6 here



Java Annotations

 Annotations are a bit of code that goes before a class or method (or 

variable/parameter) that provides metadata at compile time or run time

@TeleOp(name = “myTeleop”)

public class TeleopProgram extends OpMode {

//… Code for the class here

}

 This is one of the Annotations we will use in the FTC SDK



FTC SDK Overview

 Programs you can run on your robot are called “Op Modes”

 “Op Modes” are sorted into teleop and autonomous

 Each Op Mode you create will correspond to a class in your code

 Every Op Mode class needs to extend either ‘OpMode’ or ‘LinearOpMode’

 Each Op Mode needs to be annotated with @TeleOp or @Autonomous

 There are Types which represent various sensors, along with types for motors 

and servos



FTC SDK OpMode

 The OpMode class is one of your options to extend when creating a program

 OpMode requires you to create two methods

 init() runs once, when you press the init button on your driver station

 loop() runs repeatedly (more than once per millisecond, if it can) until the Op 

Mode is stopped on the driver station

 OpMode is generally used for Teleop Programs

 You should never do anything that will dramatically slow down execution of 

these methods



FTC SDK @TeleOp

 The @TeleOp annotation tells the Robot Controller app to register your 

OpMode as an option

 It provides two optional properties, however I highly recommend you give a 

value to ‘name’.

 ‘name’ – I highly recommend you give your Op Mode a name

 ‘group’ – Optionally, you can sort your Op Modes with group names



FTC SDK LinearOpMode

 The LinearOpMode class is the other option to extend when creating a 

program

 LinearOpMode requires you to create one method

 runOpMode() runs once when init is pressed on the driver station, and allows you to 

sleep the thread

 LinearOpMode is generally used for Autonomous Programs

 You should use the ‘waitForStart()’ method after you initialize hardware to 

wait until the run button is pressed



FTC SDK @Autonomous

 The @Autonomous annotation tells the Robot Controller app to register your 

OpMode as an option

 It provides two optional properties, however I highly recommend you give a 

value to ‘name’.

 ‘name’ – I highly recommend you give your Op Mode a name

 ‘group’ – Optionally, you can sort your Op Modes with group names



FTC SDK DcMotor

 The DcMotor class provides a way for you to control your motors

 You should define your DcMotor in the class body. This makes it a field

 In ‘init()’ or before ‘waitForStart()’, you should initialize it

 Basic methods

 ‘setPower(double power)’ Sets the power [-1, 1] to run the motor at

 ‘setDirection(DcMotor.Direction direction)’ Sets the direction to run the motor. You 

can use this to reverse the direction for ease of use in your code

 ‘setZeroPowerBehavior(DcMotor.ZeroPowerBehavior behavior)’ Tells the motor 

what to do when it receives no power; coast or brake



FTC SDK Servo

 The Servo class provides a way for you to control your servos

 You should define your Servo in the class body

 In ‘init()’ or before ‘waitForStart()’, you should initialize it

 Basic methods

 ‘setPosition(double position)’ Sets the position of the servo, [-1, 1]. The servo will 

begin moving towards this position. Remember that this value is unitless, and only 

represents the two edges the servo can be driven to



FTC SDK OpticalDistanceSensor

 The Servo class provides a way for you to read information from Optical 

Distance Sensors/Light sensors

 You should define your OpticalDistanceSensor in the class body

 In ‘init()’ or before ‘waitForStart()’, you should initialize it

 Basic methods

 ‘getLightDetected()’ returns a double between 0.0 and 1.0 representing the 

amount of light picked up by the sensor, 0 being no light

 ‘enableLed(boolean enable)’ enable as true to turn on the light, as false to turn it 

off



FTC SDK Gamepad

 This is actually a field in the OpMode and LinearOpMode classes

 Accessed from Op Mode via ‘gamepad1’ or ‘gamepad2’

 Values

 Float values

 left_stick_x, left_stick_y, right_stick_x, right_stick_y, left_trigger, right_trigger

 Boolean values

 dpad_up, dpad_down, dpad_left, dpad_right, a, b, x, y, guide, start, back, left_bumper, 

right_bumper, left_stick_button, right_stick_button



Making your first OpMode
Now we will explore how to make the robot move and the various



TeleOp Program

 Right click on the ‘org.firstinspires.ftc.teamcode’ package in the Project View

 Select ‘New > Java Class’

 Enter a name then click ‘Ok’

 Class names should begin with a capital letter and contain no spaces or special characters

 After your class’ name in the code, type ‘extends OpMode’

 If Android Studio’s suggestion box appears, pressing enter will autofill the symbol 

and may automatically import the OpMode class for you. This will be a useful tool

 If the import is not automatically added and the suggestion box is gone, click on 

‘OpMode’ and press ‘Alt+Enter’, then press enter to ‘Import class’



Right click on the package, then select ‘New > Java Class’



Enter the name of your class, the select ‘OK’



Type ‘extends OpMode’. If you have a suggestion box, press ‘Enter’ to autofill it



TeleOp Program

 At this point, you should have an error in your program. If you hover over any 

text with a red squiggly under it, you IntelliJ will show you what the error is. 

Just place your cursor on any part of the red squiggly and press ‘Alt+Enter’ 

again

 Press enter to select ‘Implement methods’

 Both ‘init():void’ and ‘loop():void’ should be highlighted by default. Click ‘OK’

 Add some space (a few empty lines) in between the line beginning with 

‘public class’ and the first line which says ‘@Override’



Press ‘Alt+Enter’ to open this menu. Press enter to select the ‘Implement 
methods’ option



Both options will be highlighted by default. Click ‘OK’



Add some spare empty lines beneath the ‘public class’ line



TeleOp Program

 Add a line above the line beginning with ‘public class’

 On the line directly above the line beginning with ‘public class’ type 

‘@TeleOp(name = “program name”)’

 Import TeleOp if necessary

 Starting on the line directly following the line beginning with ‘public class’ 

create the Motor and Servo fields for your robot. We will use the ‘private’ 

modifier in front of the field definition, since only this op mode needs to use 

these

 ‘private DcMotor leftMotor;’

 ‘private Servo servo;’



Type ‘@TeleOp’ on the line above ‘public class’. Use the context box to autofill



Finish typing ‘@TeleOp(name = “demo teleop”)’



Add hardware declarations



TeleOp Program

 There is a field called ‘hardwareMap’ in OpMode. In the ‘init()’ method, type 

‘motorName = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get(“config name”);’

 For servos, use ‘servoName = hardwareMap.servo.get(“config name”);’



Add hardware initializations in the ‘init()’ method



TeleOp Program

 In ‘loop()’, type ‘motorName.setPower(gamepad1.left_stick_y);’

 As the left joystick on gamepad one is pushed up, the motor will begin to spin 

faster

 To control a servo, in ‘loop()’, create an if/else statement. The condition for 

the if should read ‘gamepad1.a’. The body of the if should read 

‘servoName.setPosition(1);’ and the body of the else should read 

‘servoName.setPosition(0);’

 Congratulations! You have created a teleop program!



Add teleop control code to the ‘loop()’ method



Autonomous Program

 Right click on the ‘org.firstinspires.ftc.teamcode’ package in the Project View

 Select ‘New > Java Class’

 Enter a name then click ‘Ok’

 Class names should begin with a capital letter and contain no spaces or special characters

 After your class’ name in the code, type ‘extends LinearOpMode’

 If Android Studio’s suggestion box appears, pressing enter will autofill the symbol 

and may automatically import the LinearOpMode class for you.

 If the import is not automatically added and the suggestion box is gone, click on 

‘LinearOpMode’ and press ‘Alt+Enter’, then press enter to ‘Import class’



Right click on the package, then select ‘New > Java Class’



Enter the name of your class, the select ‘OK’



Autonomous Program

 At this point, you should have an error in your program. If you hover over any 

text with a red squiggly under it, you IntelliJ will show you what the error is. 

Just place your cursor on any part of the red squiggly and press ‘Alt+Enter’ 

again

 Press enter to select ‘Implement methods’

 The ‘runOpMode():void’ method should be highlighted by default. Click ‘OK’

 Add some space (a few empty lines) in between the line beginning with 

‘public class’ and the first line which says ‘@Override’



Type ‘extends LinearOpMode’. If you have a suggestion box, press ‘Enter’ to 
autofill it. Press ‘Alt+Enter’ then press Enter again to choose the first option



Select ‘OK’



Add some spare empty lines beneath the ‘public class’ line



Autonomous Program

 Add a line above the line beginning with ‘public class’

 On the line directly above the line beginning with ‘public class’ type 

‘@Autonomous(name = “program name”)’

 Import Autonomous if necessary

 Starting on the line directly following the line beginning with ‘public class’ 

create the Motor, Servo, and Sensor fields for your robot. We will use the 

‘private’ modifier in front of the field definition, since only this op mode 

needs to use these

 ‘private DcMotor leftMotor;’

 ‘private Servo servo;’

 ‘private OpticalDistanceSensor ods;’



Type ‘@Autonomous(name = “demo autonomous”)’



Add hardware declarations



Autonomous Program

 There is a field called ‘hardwareMap’ in LinearOpMode. In the ‘runOpMode()’ 

method, type ‘motorName = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get(“config name”);’

 For servos, use ‘servoName = hardwareMap.servo.get(“config name”);’

 For Optical Distance Sensors use ‘ods = 

hardwareMap.opticalDistanceSensor.get(“config name”);’

 After all of your hardware initializations, but still in the ‘runOpMode()’ 

method, type ‘waitForStart();’



Add hardware initializations in the ‘runOpMode()’ method



Type ‘waitForStart()’



Autonomous Program

 In ‘runOpMode()’, after ‘waitForStart();’ type ‘motorName.setPower(1);’

 Sets the motor to run full speed

 To control a servo, you can still use ‘servoName.setPosition(1);’

 To read the value of a sensor, you can use ‘ods.getLightDetected()’ in an 

expression

 To wait some amount of time, type ‘Thread.sleep(1000);’

 1000 is measured in milliseconds, so this will hold off for 1 second

 Turn the motor off after that 1 second wait with ‘motorName.setPower(0);’



Add Autonomous control code



Questions?
You now have the basic knowledge you need to program your robot in 

Java!


